
 

FAQ on Cutting, Fixing, Preparation, Fire and Finishing. 

 

How can the boards be cut?  Tungsten tipped only for manufacturing cutting 
not site! 
 
For areas of fittings and fixtures, cut-outs should be done before installing the board, we 
recommend the use of a dust mask and eye protection at all times. Score and snap with a standard 
craft knife, hand or machine sawn. Best to use a saw with Tungsten Tipped Carbide blade. Cutting In 
the case where boards may need to be custom cut to size, sheets are easily cut using the ‘Score & 
Snap’ method. Mark out the desired size on the board with a pencil and rule. Score along the mark 
with a utility knife, making sure to slice the glass fibre mesh, then simply press the board downwards 
snapping it at the ‘Score & Snap’ line. If necessary, smooth and tidy up edges with a light abrasive.  
 

Do Magply boards need to be hard fixed or can they be dot and dabbed? 
 
Magply always recommend mechanical fixing. We have a PUR adhesive now for bonding Magply 
to other substrates. 

 
What fixings do I use with Magply?  
  
On a full 8 x 4 sheet when fixed at 300mm centres vertically and at 600mm centres you will need 27 
fixings per sheet. For internal use, stainless steel dry wall screws or nails are fine. The screw/nails 
should be the board thickness +28mm so 12mm requires 40mm screws 
 

Can Magply boards be painted and plastered?  
 
Yes but before applying paint or plaster the board requires priming on face and edges with a suitable 
Magply primer in accordance with product instructions. You can paint directly onto Magply with 
most proprietary paints. Magply Primer must be used if skimming with plaster. 
 

Do Magply boards require to be primed before applying tile adhesive?  
 
The bond between tile adhesive and Magply board was significantly strengthened when Magply 
primer was applied.   
 

What boards are recommended for use behind a wood burning stove?  
 
12mm, Magply is HETAS approved. 

 
Can 9mm or 12mm Magply be used in place of plasterboard internally?  
 
Yes, Magply board has far superior fire resistance, impact strength, breathability, performance and 
durability to damp and is a high performance dry lining board. 



 

                 

 
 

Can Magply boards be used externally?  
 
Magply is not intended to provide a permanent external finish. It will stay looking good and last 
longer when correctly specified, fitted and finished in semi - exposed external applications such as  
Curtain Walling backer, Soffit boards (more durable than plywood), underside of canopies, porches, 
carports, balconies, carpark ceilings, agricultural ceilings, underpasses, stairwells etc.  

 
After surface finishes have been applied are Magply boards still breathable?  
 
The boards can remain breathable but this depends on the type of finish and how it is applied.  
Always refer to manufacturer’s guidelines and check WVP (Water Vapour Permeability) and Sd 
values.  
 
For breathable walls the use of a breathable paint is recommended.            
  

MAGLY FIXING STUDWORK 
 
(Please refer to Magply brochure for more information on fixing) 
 
Magply boards must be fixed to vertical and horizontal Studs on each side of a partition wall and 
attached vertically to the substrate/frame using Stainless Steel Dry Wall fixings. For General purpose 
use, 300mm maximum centres vertical and 600mm maximum centres horizontally. Andy there is a 
BS for plasterboard which we should follow 
 
For the purpose of Timber Frame Sheathing and Dry Lining apply 150mm centres around the edge of 
the board and 300mm centrally. 
 
Fixings must be spaced a minimum of 12mm from the edge and 20mm from the corner of the board. 
 
Fix boards starting from the middle and work outwards. 
 
Boards should always be offset during installation ensuring that four corners don’t meet at one 
point. 
 
For Dry Lining a 2mm gap should be made between boards joints they should be taped and filled 
with a proprietary filler and 5mm above the finished floor level to allow for settlement of the timber 
structure. 
 
 
 



All joints must be sealed using Magply intumescent sealant for fire resistant walls. 
 
When Magply is fixed to a Steel Frame or C Section then fixings must be used in accordance with the 
frame manufacturer’s recommendation. 
 
 

Do Magply boards share the same strength properties?  

Although material composition is very similar the actual strength is determined by thickness, density 

and number of layers of alkaline resistant, glass fibre reinforcing mesh within each board. For 

example 6mm has 2 layers used mainly in wet room floors and 9mm Magply has 4 layers of 

reinforcing mesh to provide the necessary engineering racking strength.  

Fire Resistance & Reaction to Fire Rating 30/60/90 

When asked about Fire Resistance you are not being asked solely about the performance of the 

board. UKAS Fire Resistance Tests are carried out on assemblies such as stud wall partitions involving 

many components such as Magply but likely also includes the stud, the intumescent sealant, the 

insulation, the fixing etc. Boards will carry many different fire properties so it is always advisable to 

make sure comparative test data is being used. 

Eg in a Timber Frame Wall, 1 layer of 9mm Magply in a timber Section tested according to BS EN476 

(Part 22) provides 91 minutes fire integrity and 86 minutes fire insulation. Supalux in the same test 

requires 2 layers of 9mm to achieve 60 minute. 

Euroclass Codes EN13501 break down performance into categories from A1 Non-combustible 

through to F (untested). Magply boards have been proven to achieve the highest possible A1 Non-

combustible rating. This is equal to Promat Supalux and better than Promat Masterboard, Fermacell 

and multi-layer gypsum boards. Flame retardant treated wood based products such as OSB3 may 

achieve Class B or C while untreated timber based products fall into the bottom categories D & E.     

Will the board support fittings?  

Magply will support certain fittings such as pictures, mirrors, shelves etc with the appropriate screws 

and wall plugs. Heavier items must always be fitted into supporting dwangs / noggins.     

Will the boards bend to form curves?  

The thinner the board the greater the flexibility. 3mm Magply can be bent to 45deg. 9 & 12mm 

Magply has been successfully bent to form curved columns of 8mtr radius when fixed every 300mm.  

What weight of tiles can Magply carry?  

Magply boards can cope with up to 80kg/m2 of tile and tile adhesive on our 12mm board. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Strength & Durability. 

9mm Magply has been specifically developed to provide Category 1 Racking 

Requirements. 

What is racking strength and which Magply boards have been tested ?  

All boards (even plasterboard) provide some limited racking strength. However the building, 

construction and offsite manufacturing industry are mainly interested in boards which exceed 

Category 1 Racking minimums. Magply boards nailed at 150mm centres to the perimeter and 

300mm centres to the internal studs achieved calculated test racking resistance values of 1.72kN/m 

with no vertical load and a value of 1.69KN/m with 5 kN per stud applied vertical load. 

Wet Rooms and Bathrooms. 

Can Magply be used in contact with damp and to prevent water ingress?   

No. Magply boards will not deteriorate. Magply boards are breathable and allow the passage of 

moisture, they will not deteriorate when in contact with moisture but will absorb moisture in damp 

conditions and release same when the ambient conditions allow. This process can be repeated 

continuously.     

Can Magply boards be used externally?  

Magply boards are not intended to provide a permanent external finish but they can be used 

externally in semi-exposed external applications such as soffit boards, underside of canopies, 

porches, carports, balconies, carpark ceilings, agricultural ceilings, underpasses, stairwells etc.  

What about render boards now we have changed? 

Handling & Storage  

How should Magply boards be stored?  

Magply boards are delivered on clearly labelled pallets, wrapped and packaged to prevent 

weathering and edge damage. Magply boards should be stored flat on a pallet, in dry conditions 

indoors. Boards should not be leant upright for long periods of time.  

Whilst stored moisture should not be allowed to drip on to or infiltrate between stored sheets to 

prevent surface staining. Boards should always be lifted by 2 people, not dragged across each other 

to prevent unnecessary scratching or damage and carried on edge. 


